
 When March 10th hit and it was time to update the rankings for March, both 
Anders Lindback and Thomas Greiss had reached the 25-start mark in the NHL. 
As such, this is their final month on the Top-150 Prospects rankings, and they 
will shift over to The Graduates ranking beginning next month.

Greiss has been an excellent backup for the Sharks lately, filling in admirably 
over the past six weeks during Antti Niemi’s struggles. Lindback continues to 
work hard in practices, which he must treat like games since he rarely plays 
behind Pekka Rinne. Both have bright futures in the NHL and will continue to be 
tracked along with the other 14 Graduates.

February and the beginning of March was huge for a handful of Top-30 
prospects in Matt Hackett, Ben Bishop, Robin Lehner and Dustin Tokarski. 
All four of them benefitted from injuries, and all four of them had tremendous 
showings in their first two games for their NHL squads.

Aside from the tough circumstances surrounding the season-ending surgery 
for Mark Dekanich and the slow recovery for Henrik Karlsson, Alex Salak was 
the biggest lowlight in terms of the Top-30 prospects. His lashing out at fellow 
teammates following a four-goal letdown in the third period of a game on 2/18 
caused a rift in terms of his value in the Blackhawks organization, and he hasn’t 
played since then. Instead, the Blackhawks signed Carter Hutton to a new 
two-way deal, thus welcoming him to the Top-150 for the first time, and pushing 
Salak down four spots to 10th overall.

I also welcome Niagara IceDogs goaltender and Coyotes prospect Mark 
Visentin to the Top-30 for the first time. His run following the 2012 World Juniors 
will go down as OHL lore, and the move by Phoenix to shed Curtis McElhinney 
essentially opens up a spot for Visentin to possibly fight for an AHL gig next 
season when he inevitably turns pro. All that and much more in this month’s 
update of the Top-150, so enjoy this release and March Madness!  ~ J. Goldman   

prospects rankings
RK GOALTENDER           NHL DRAFT      UPDATE                           LM      +/-

 1 JACOB MARKSTROM FLA 2008-31              1 0
              
         
 2 ANDERS LINDBACK NSH 2008-207                      2 0
   

 3 EDDIE LACK  VAN Undrafted            4 1
    

 4 BRADEN HOLTBY  WAS 2008-93                           3 -1
    

 5 THOMAS GREISS  SJS  2004-94                    5 0

 6 ROBIN LEHNER  OTT 2009-46               7 1

 7 KEVIN POULIN  NYI 2008-126            8 1

 8  RICHARD BACHMAN DAL 2006-120            9 1

 9 MATT HACKETT  MIN 2009-77            10 1

 
 10 ALEX SALAK  CHI Undrafted                    6 -4 

Jacob missed a big chunk of the season due to a second knee surgery in just over a year, as he 
didn’t play for over six weeks, missing time from 12/31 to 2/18. He returned and went 2-1 with 101 
saves on 106 shots in three games through February, and he was just 1-1 through 3/10 with 50 
saves on 55 shots this month. It has been a battle off the ice, but he still remains at #1 overall.  

Lindback appeared in two games in February, but lost them both, stopping just 53 of 60 shots, a 
3.56 GAA and .883 SV%. He has started 25 games now for the Predators, so as long as he starts 
one more game in March, he’ll join the growing list of Graduates. Although he’ll finish no higher than 
second overall, he is still not ready to be a starter in this league. He simply hasn’t played enough.       

Except for November when he was 1-2, every month has ended with Lack posting a .500 record. He 
was 2-2-2 in October, he was 4-4-1 in December, 3-3-0 in January, and then 4-4-0 in February. Last 
month was a stellar display, however, as he stopped 252 of 266 shots and posted a 1.73 GAA and 
.947 SV%. He also kicked off March by winning three straight games and stopping 83 of 87 shots.   

The issue of inconsistency has continued to plague Holtby through the first 10 days of March. He 
won three in a row in a six-day stretch in February, but then he went 3-0-1 in his last four games. 
He finished the month 4-3-1 with a 2.60 GAA and .909 SV%. Furthermore, he really struggled in his 
season debut for the Caps, giving up five goals on 35 shots in a 5-3 loss to the Sharks on 2/13.    
 
By starting his 25th NHL game in February, Greiss has crossed the prospect threshold and is now 
considered a Graduate. He has been a long-time resident of the Top-150, but he turns the page of 
his pro career after another month of filling in for Niemi. He had an outstanding performance in a big 
5-3 win over Washington, but finished February with a 2-3 record, a 3.14 GAA and a .887 SV%. 

When Craig Anderson hit the IR with a finger injury, Lehner earned a chance to show that the 
struggles he was having in Binghamton wouldn’t hinder his ability to win in Ottawa. He proved it by 
going 2-2 and posting an impressive .938 SV% in four games. But he was 1-3 with a .887 SV% in 
February in the AHL, and since the swap with Ben Bishop, he’s 1-2-0 with an .878 SV% in March.        
 
Kevin split February between Bridgeport and the Islanders and played three games on both sides.   
For the Sound Tigers, he went 2-1-0 with 80 saves on 88 shots, a .909 SV%. For the Islanders, he 
went 1-2-0, but stopped 71 of 78 shots, a .910 SV%. His start on 2/20 against the Senators was his 
most frustrating; he was pulled two minutes into the game after allowing two goals on five shots.       

Bachman continued to solidify his presence as an NHL backup in February by playing well in two 
starts. He gave up five goals on 32 shots in a 5-2 road loss to the Sharks on 2/2, but bounced back 
with a strong win in Chicago on 2/23, making 26 saves on 27 shots. That win in Chicago, plus his 
first shutout in Madison Square Garden back on 12/13 were two of his best games this season.  

Hackett suffered some tough losses in Houston last month, including four games where he only 
allowed two goals. He finished February going 4-5-0 with a 2.33 GAA and .912 SV%, then was 
recalled to the Wild when Niklas Backstrom went down with a nasty leg injury early in a game. 
Hackett played well against the Avalanche on 3/4, but suffered the loss.        

Love was lost between Salak and his team a few nights after Valentine’s Day when he threw a 
temper tantrum in a loss on 2/18. They were up 2-1 in a game against Hamilton, but the Bulldogs 
crushed them, 5-2, by scoring four goals in the last five minutes. Since then, Salak has not played, 
while Carter Hutton has signed a new two-way deal with the Blackhawks. That hurts, big time. 
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RK GOALTENDER           NHL DRAFT       UPDATE                           LM      +/-

11 LELAND IRVING  CGY 2006-26           12 1

12 ALEX STALOCK  SJS 2005-112                  13 1

13 BEN BISHOP  STL 2005-85            15 2

14 JACK CAMPBELL  DAL 2010-11                   11 -3

15 CEDRICK DESJARDINS COL Undrafted           14 -1

16 BRAD THIESSEN  PIT Undrafted           18 2

17 MARTIN JONES  LAK Undrafted           17 0

18 MIKE MURPHY  CAR 2008-165           16 -2

19 DUSTIN TOKARSKI TBL  2008-122                   23 4

20 DARCY KUEMPER  MIN 2009-161           19 -1

21 ANDERS NILSSON  NYI 2009-62           26 5

22 ANTON KHUDOBIN BOS 2004-206           21 -1

23 JAKE ALLEN  STL 2008-34                     22 -1

24 BEN SCRIVENS  TOR Undrafted            25 1

25 JEREMY SMITH  NSH 2007-54            28 3
 

26 CHAD JOHNSON  NYR 2006-125           29 3

27 HENRIK KARLSSON CGY Undrafted           24 -3

  
28 MARK DEKANICH  CBJ 2006-146           20 -8 

29 JUSSI RYNNAS  TOR Undrafted           27 -2

30 MARK VISENTIN  PHX 2010-27               36 6

Irving played just twice for CGY since the Boston blowout on 1/5, a 2-1 OT loss in PHX and a 3-2 
loss in ANH. Still, he’s earning valuable experience as Kipper’s backup. Through his daily practice 
habits, he’s now learning what it takes to be mentally prepared on a nightly basis, despite the fact 
he’s barely playing in comfortable situations. But that’s what it takes to earn those NHL stripes.     

After Stalock went 5-1-0 with a 2.83 GAA and .914 SV% through 2/10 with Stockton (ECHL), he was 
finally over the “rehab” and back where he belonged with Worcester. He played two games and went 
1-1 with 50 saves on 55 shots (.909 SV%), but was loaned to Peoria when Bishop was traded to 
Ottawa. He didn’t play from 2/24 until 3/7 when he relieved Allen and stopped all 12 shots he saw.       
  
Aside from Curtis McElhinney, Ben was the only goalie moved at the NHL trade deadline. Sent to 
Ottawa after going 7-2-0 with a 1.81 GAA and .942 SV% in Peoria, Bishop had to hold back the 
excitement by playing a few games in Binghamton while Lehner was earning four straight starts in 
Ottawa. But Bishop won his Sens debut and as of 3/10, was 2-1-0 with 88 saves on 95 shots.          

The main reason Campbell dropped three spots this month is due to the strong play of the three 
names right above his, so keep that in mind. He went 4-3-1 in February, posting just a 4.05 GAA and 
.884 SV%, so the Soo Greyhounds are hoping he finds a way to get hot in time for the playoffs. He 
was 2-1-0 in his first four games in March, stopping 106 of 115 shots, a .922 SV% overall.          

Finally returning from an injury he suffered back on 12/28, Cedrick was actually recalled to the 
Avalanche first, but was returned to the Lake Erie Monsters and won his first game back by stopping 
27 of 30 shots against Hershey on 2/23. In his next game, he allowed six goals on 40 shots in a loss 
to Grand Rapids. But as of 3/10, he was 2-0-1 in March with 94 saves on 97 shots (.969 SV%).           

Brad’s patience paid off last month when he earned a recall due to Brent Johnson’s injury. He went 
on to win his NHL debut on 2/26 at home against CBJ, 4-2. He was only 3-2 with a .881 SV% and 
3.00 GAA in Wilkes-Barre/Scranton before the recall, so Brad took advantage of a rare opportunity 
and made the most of it. He won his second game on 3/7, stopping 22 of 24 shots once again.    
      
Jones clawed his way through February by posting a .927 SV% and 2.18 GAA despite going just 
1-3-1. Behind a struggling Zatkoff, it’s nice to see this type of play last month, as his sophomore 
slump was close to swallowing him whole. He stopped 36 of 40 in a loss on 2/11, stopped 39 of 41 in 
a loss on 2/18, and stopped 25 of 27 in a loss on 2/25, so he performed well despite the losses.    

Nothing wrecks a top-flight prospect’s momentum more than not playing. That’s exactly what 
happened to Mike in February, as he was either being shipped up to Carolina, or sent back down to 
Charlotte. Justin Peters impressed in five games with the Hurricanes, and John Muse played very 
well for Charlotte, so as of 3/5, Murphy had not played an AHL game since a loss back on 1/21.         

For almost two years, Dustin’s value floated in the Top-25. So much potential was just starting to 
wither away, but he put together a record-breaking eight-game winning streak before earning a 
recall to TB due to a Mathieu Garon groin injury. Tokarski went 7-1 with a 2.00 GAA and .926 SV% 
in February, then went 0-1-1 with 51 saves on 57 shots, a .895 SV%, in his first two NHL starts.    

Darcy earned just two starts behind Hackett in February, but made the most of a third game, which 
was a relief effort on 2/18. He finished the month going 1-1-0 with a 3.17 GAA and .900 SV%, but he 
stopped 81 of 90 shots and performed well. It appears his season is over, however, as he suffered a 
shoulder or upper-body injury in early-March after going 6-6-0 with a 2.36 GAA for Houston.     

Anders was one of the more intriguing risers last month, as the Isles continue to prove they have a 
glut of goaltending talent. He went 6-0-1 last month for Bridgeport with a miniscule 1.26 GAA and 
.955 SV%, then upon a recall to the Islanders, earned his first NHL shutout on 3/4 against NJ. This 
goes a long way in proving that he needs to be regarded in the same light as Lehner and Bishop.   

It was this time last year when Khudobin was sent to BOS in a trade deadline deal that saw him 
continue to be a team’s “#3” goalie. Since then, he has been caught in figurative quicksand, as his 
value hasn’t moved up or down much at all. He was 3-3 in February with a solid .920 SV% and 2.42 
GAA, but lost out on a huge opportunity when Tuukka Rask was hurt due to his own wrist injury.       

Our figurative wish for Allen was answered when Bishop was removed from the Blues’ system and 
replaced with...nobody. He finished last month going 2-3 with a 2.52 GAA and .918 SV% in six 
games, but as of 3/10, he was already 2-1 with a 2.25 GAA and .937 SV% in March. The momentum 
was limited by the arrival of Alex Stalock on a loan, but Jake’s March has been really solid so far.  

Scrivens was solid in February for the Marlies, losing just twice in eight games and posting a 2.19 
GAA and .924 SV% (5-2-0 record). He continued to play well into March, going 2-2-0 with 113 saves 
on 117 shots, so he’s on the right path during the final month of the regular season. The instability 
with Gustavsson and Reimer in Toronto also bodes well for his Top-30 status during the summer.   

A true testament of a goalie’s mental toughness is how he turns around an extended losing streak. 
Smith lost six in a row from 1/22 to 2/8, but with a 23-save shutout on 2/14 vs. the Aeros, he went 
on to win five in a row, pitching two shutouts and allowing just five goals. He lost his next two games 
and allowed seven goals on 52 shots, but with Lindback graduating, Smith belongs in the Top-25.    

Chad nipped his January struggles (0-4-2 with a 3.34 GAA and .900 SV%) in the bud by going 5-0 
to kick off February. That continued through the entire month, as he finished 7-2-0 with a solid 1.49 
GAA and .952 SV%. He was 2-2 with a .922 SV% in his first four games in March (3/10) as well.       
 
Karlsson’s injury woes led to a rehab stint taking place in mid-February, so he was losing more 
and more momentum to Irving. He went 2-2-0 with a 2.26 GAA and .903 SV% in four games for 
Abbotsford, but as of 3/10, he hasn’t played at all since 2/18, which is killing his long-term value. 

Done for the season due to ankle surgery, Dexshow has nowhere to go but down until July 1st hits 
and free agency begins. It’ll be a frustrating time until then, as there’s not much he can do other than 
hope for the best and focus on working hard between now and then to rehab and stay in shape.            

Rynnas spent the entire month of February in Reading (ECHL) and performed well, going 7-4-1 
with a .923 SV%, one shutout, and a 2.89 GAA. The 12 games were a welcome workload for a guy 
that hasn’t played much this season, and in early-March, he was back with the Marlies once again.          
It’s hard to put into words what type of run Visentin has put together since the World Juniors. He 
strung together 15 straight wins, posted three shutouts in a row, five in seven games, and went 
8-1-0 in February with a 1.45 GAA and .944 SV%. His first loss since January 1st came on 2/24. 
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